How to Play Keno…the basics…
Regular Keno
Pick your favorite numbers.
Pick 1 to 15 of your lucky numbers from 1 to 80. Get your bet slip in the
keno caddie on your table or at the keno station and mark those numbers
with an “X.”

Place your bet at the keno counter.
Write your wager amount, such as $1 or $2, in the “total price” box in the
upper right hand corner of the bet slip. Mark your ticket “Regular.” Then get
ready to place your wager by taking your money and your bet slip to the
keno station. Give the money and your bet slip to the keno writer. The
keno writer will give you your computer-generated keno ticket.

Watch the game as the numbers are picked.
Now take your keno ticket back to your table, sit down and relax. Look for
the TVs and keno boards displaying the keno game, and watch the 20
numbers get selected…the 20 numbers are selected approximately every
5 minutes.

Check your ticket
After the 20 keno numbers are drawn, look to see how many of your
numbers were selected (“HIT”).
For example, if you chose 2 numbers, and you “HIT 1 of your 2 numbers,
you win 50 cents, if you “HIT” both of your 2 numbers, you win $10.
If you chose 3 numbers, and you “HIT” 2 of your 3 numbers, you win $1. If
you “HIT” all 3 of your numbers, you win $46.
To collect your winnings, take your computer-generated keno ticket back to
the keno station and the keno writer will pay you your winnings.

That’s all there is to it! So grab a bet slip, mark your lucky numbers and
give it a try!

Other Popular Keno Games
There are many other games available in addition to regular keno. Shake it
up by playing some other keno varieties, such as:

Top/Bottom
Mark your ticket with the half you wish to bet, for example, “TOP,”
“BOTTOM,” “RIGHT” or “LEFT.” If you hit 12 or more you win!

Sweet Sixteen
Mark your ticket Sweet 16 and pick 16 numbers. You may bet $2 or more.
Depending on how many of your 16 numbers come in, 0 to 16, you can win
from $16.00 to $25,000!

Big Bang
Mark your ticket “BB,” and pick 3 to 5 numbers. You may bet $1 or $3 and
get an even bigger bang for your bet!

Catch-Alls
Mark your ticket “CA” and pick 2 to 6 numbers. Bet $1.25 or more and win
much bigger if you catch all numbers picked, but you must “HIT” all of you
numbers to win on this bet.

No-Lose 17 Spot Special
Mark your ticket “No-Lose 17 Spot,” and pick 17 numbers. It costs $3 to
bet this game, but no matter what numbers are drawn you’ll get money
back.

Quarter-Mania
Mark your ticket “Quarters,” and pick 1 to 15 numbers. This game has a $1
minimum ticket, with a 25-cent minimum wager per way or per game.

Penny Arcade Keno
These special tickets are pre-programmed so you don’t need to mark
any numbers on your keno ticket, but rather mark you ticket with one
of the special ticket numbers listed below. The price and number
selections are shown on special orange and yellow game cards in the
keno caddie on your table. Simply write how many games you wish
to play and the total amount of your wager (#games X cost/game).
Mark your keno ticket:
Penny’s #27 for Verticals
Penny’s #28 for Boxes
Penny’s #29 for 3’s & 6’s
Penny’s #30 for 10-Spot
See the Keno Pay Book for more information on these fun
promotional game tickets.

Way Tickets
A “way” on a keno ticket is simply one chance to win. You can remember
that one “way” is one chance to win.
The reason that the “way” ticket exists is so that you can have many
chances (“ways”) to win all printed on a single keno ticket, rather than
having multiple tickets printed to accomplish the same number of chances
(“ways”) to win.
By playing a “way” ticket, you can combine your favorite keno tickets into
one “way” keno ticket that has two chances (“ways”) to win. On your ticket,
just circle the numbers that go together for each “way.”

There are many other special, seasonal,
monthly and daily games available for you to
play, so be sure to look at the KENO PAY
BOOK in the keno caddy on your table or
check out our PAY BOOK on lime at
<www.hastingskeno.com>!

